PERMA DOCK SHELTER
RIGID FRAME GROUND LEVEL
Ideal for Ground Level
Doors That Receive
Small Delivery Trucks
Dedicated Doors for
UPS or Fed Ex Trucks
Custom Made for
Almost Any Application
Structural Steel Frame
Guards Available in
Several Designs
(not shown)
Non-Projecting and
Extended Projection
Units Available
Screen Doors Can Be
Placed in the Side
Frames of Extended
Frame Models
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PERMA DOCK SHELTER
FEATURES:
Perma Dock Shelters are designed to service a
variety of truck sizes and types, regardless of dock
door size or bumper projection. As trucks back
into the shelter, face curtains wrap around truck
sides and top for positive weather protection
ensuring reduced energy costs, loading safety, and
product protection. The full trailer opening
remains accessible for unrestricted loading and
unloading. It can accommodate 8’6” wide trailers!
Perma Tech offers a wide variety of dock shelter
cover fabrics and unit sizes to custom build a
shelter suitable for even the heaviest traffic
application to meet your requirements. All lumber
frames are pressure treated, Scotch-ply fiberglass
stays sewn into the face curtains plus a foam edge
on both vertical side curtains maintain constant
pressure against the truck for positive weather
protection. Light transmitting panels on the top
and side frames permit good visibility for safe
loading. Perma Pleats on the head curtain and
extra wear areas on the side curtains add
durability at the critical truck contact points.
Years of experience result in the proven craftsmanship and quality construction, giving you the
best value for your investment.
(PSG) GROUND LEVEL SHELTER
The Ground Level Shelter is designed to seal a
trailer at ground level openings. The shelter also
forms a ground level canopy to protect personnel
and loads from the elements when loading and
unloading.

FEATURES AND OPTIONS
HEAD CURTAIN:
Choice of many heavy duty fabrics, all
with fiberglass stays and Perma Pleat
wear flaps on each side at truck contact
areas.

SIDE CURTAINS:
Same fabric as head curtain with fiberglass stays. With
extra wear area on bottom of curtains at critical truck contact
points.

FOAM EDGE:
Fabric covered foam strip on leading edge of side curtains
for a snug fit against trailer sides.

GUIDE STRIPE:
18oz Yellow for accurate truck positioning.

HEAD FRAME:
2” x 6” Pressure treated lumber, peaked at center to prevent
snow and water build-up, and covered with a translucent
panel to allow a lighted loading area.

SIDE FRAME:
2” x 4” Pressure treated lumber covered with a
translucent panel for a safe, lighted loading area.
Steel Frame Available.

Perma Tech is dedicated
to manufacturing superior
products.
We strive to be responsive and consistently
satisfy our customers’ requirements.

